
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our New Hero 

G 
hose who love Putin; their real hero should be Ramzan Akhmadovich Kadyrov. This guy is T

the most red blooded warlord one can possibly imagine. What evil has he done? He is a total all-
around but supremely masculine thug. I doubt that Kadyrov tolerates murder and torture, he murders 
and tortures with pleasure!  

What good has he done? Look at Grozny in 2003; according to the UN ‘the most destroyed 

city in the world’. Now look at it; a glittering capital that includes the largest mosque in Europe 

(which is also actually genuinely beautiful).  

Yes Kadyrov is a hardcore Muslim but: the church of st. Michael in Grozny has been repaired, 

cash presents are given to priests (very much publicly). Above all on August 26 of 2011, inside the 

sacred confines of Chechnya, where the production of alcohol is forbidden, 37 were baptized in the 

Terek river by the bishop of Vladikavkaz.  

In 2006 the chairman of the assembly of Chechnya (in an ecstasy of heartfelt sycophantism) 

proclaimed:  “In a few months the republic has fulfilled more objectives than the republic's federal 

economic enterprise had undertaken to fulfill in the initial five years of reconstruction in Chechnya.” 

Sycophantic, but if one looks at the spectacular reconstruction, hardly unfounded.  

 

What is Kadyrov’s secret? Violent suppression of his enemies and control of the Niagara falls 

of cash that flows into the Caucasus. When asked where the money comes from Kadyrov answers: 

"Allah gives it to us. I don't know, it comes from somewhere". ‘Somewhere’ really is mysterious. Certainly 

gigantic subsidies from Moscow but there are also sheiks in Arab clothes bursting with oil cash 

walking around Grozny. In Italy, and in Chechnya before Kadyrov, and in how many African 

countries, cash has a habit of disappearing. Kadyrov does not let money disappear because for him 

Chechnya is his, the glory of Chechnya is his own glory.  



 

 

Ramzan Akhmadovich Kadyrov governs Chechnya along the lines of the Caesar Titus 

Vespasianus pius felix augustus. His dream is the peaceful glorious Chechnya; or rather the peaceful 

glorious Islamic north Caucasus ruled by Ramzan or insha Allah by a thousand year Kadyrov dynasty 

faithful and glorious vassals of Putin (may he live forever). Glory is especially important for Kadyrov 

as the poor journalists who would like to paint a realistic, less glorious picture of Chechnya would 

testify if they were still alive! His enemies in the mountains (no doubt with very grave grievances) 

want to destroy peace and prosperity so that a new order can be founded. 

 

May our victorious Lady, St. George, St. Michael, and the entire host of heaven protect the 

Caucasus! 

 

Epilogue. Or: what will happen? 

 

Kadyrov is a faithful vassal of Russia but Russia is Putin and Putin has no children.  

Propaganda shots of Putin in Russian TV habitually show him walking through magnificent buildings 

completely alone. Somewhere Chesterton (or C.S. Lewis?) gives this account of why we honor the saints: ‘true kings are 

not alone but are surrounded by magnificent courts; the man who rules alone is a tyrant’.  

 

Putin! Why have you no wife?  

Putin! Strangers will consume your wealth, and aliens will enjoy the fruit of your labor! 
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